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This one of a kind, mid-rise apartment which sits on 38,000 square feet of land and rises 195 feet 
tall, is in a perfect location to give its residents access to everything the city of Detroit Michigan has to 
offer. Sitting just two blocks away from Ford Field, Comerica Park, and Little Caesars Arena, residents 
will never run out of things to enjoy, all of which being within walking distance. The simple layout of 270 
one bed, one bath, 575 square feet apartments, makes it both a roomy apartment for couples and new 
parents, but also gives cheap alternatives to dorms for college students from multiple campuses within 
20 minutes of the apartments. This chosen design allows for four 1400 square foot stores which have both
external and internal access to benefit both the general public, tourists, and most importantly, residents. 
On the outside of the building, we have a parking lot for residents, a small sitting area with a half 
basketball court. On the side facing downtown, we have a giant sheet metal facade which is lined in blue 
LED to add to the attraction of the building, but to also support the Tigers and Lions who use blue in 
their logos. This design takes everything into consideration from its residents, to community openness, 
to the sport teams the apartments sit across from. 

Land Cost Est. $1,400,000
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As mentioned earlier, there are many benefits to this area. Some of your more, not so obvious 
benefits are downtown apartments for as little as $500 a month, which receive free trash chutes next to 
the high speed elevators at either end of the building. The building has full central air conditioning, which
is located on the roof, floorboard heating for a quick and cheap way of heat in the frigid Detroit winters 
and a backup generator on the roof which can supply at least one hour of power, which should be plenty 
being in the main of the city.

When you live in the city, location is everything. You want to be in the heart of the city near all the 
action, but you also want to be able to drive on the roads and not sit in gridlocked traffic. As you can see 
in the chart above, you are within 10 minutes of all the major attractions in the city, and less than 20 
minutes from the city center park. With being this close to everything, traffic would usually be a 
nightmare, but with this location being across the highway from the main of downtown and a highway 
exit down from the arena, all of the traffic flows opposite the way you would go into town and goes onto 
the highway before it gets to you.

In a city which is full of history, creativity, and uniqueness, you need to have an apartment 
building that matches that look and feel for not just the people who reside in it, but for the city the 
building resides in as well. To match this for both looks and feel, this design thinks about how the 
residents can have a full routine without the need to leave the property. The way this is done is by having 
an indoor and outdoor communal and entertainment area along with having indoor access to multiple 
small shops which can occupy part of the first floor. The design includes a modern aesthetic with its 
monochrome color palette. The design also includes a geometric mural in the blank space of the building 
on either side along with a sheet metal covered front face. The sheet metal is punched through with many
holes to make the impression that there is something there. The hole optical illusion also makes it harder
for people to see into the apartment windows during the day, but makes it seem like nothing is there for 
people living on the inside. As mentioned before, the darker parts of the sheet metal are lined with blue 
LED lights in honor of the Detroit Lions and Tigers, both of which use blue in their logo.

With all this mentioned, this is a great location with tons of potential backed by a unique design 
which not only fits within the city, but embraces its surroundings with its design.


